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Six deaths for HIV in 2019
Minister also announces
12 to new cases
By Loshaun Dixon

Six individuals in St. Kitts
and Nevis have died in
2019 due to HIV according to Junior Minister of
Health Senator Wendy
Phipps noting that 12
new cases were also recorded this year

population of persons
living with HIV.

hospitals and private
doctors’ offices.

Phipps added that 49%
of persons diagnosed
with HIV are presently
known to be on ART.
“The public must be
reminded that ART is
available free of charge
and the Federation’s pub-

She also noted that the
national prevalence of
HIV is higher in “key
population groups”, such
as men having sex with
men, transgender individuals, and sex workers.

The public must be reminded that
ART is available free of charge and
the Federation’s public health
system does not deny care to
anyone, regardless of their
medical condition.”
Phipps made the the disclosure as she delivered
a statement to Observe
World Aids Day that was
celebrated December 1
and said said that the six
deaths is in line with the
national, annual average
of such deaths for the period 2016 to 2018.
The Health Minitser in
giving other statistics
said there were 12 new
cases diagnosed this year
with only five cases on
antiretroviral
therapy
(ART). “It should also
be noted that six of these
cases are in the age range
of 20-29 years.”
She disclosed that the
The present, estimated
number of persons in St.
Kitts and Nevis living
with HIV, and are aware
of their status, stands at
172, which represents
88% of the estimated

lic health system does not
deny care to anyone, regardless of their medical
condition.
She added,“Yet, some of
the challenges observed
by the Ministry of Health
include the following:
people often missing
their medical appointments; follow-up being
at times inconsistent; and
some individuals harbouring insecurities as a
result of the stigma and
discrimination practiced
by others.”
Phipps disclosed that 49
of the 172 persons living
with HIV are presently
“irally suppressed and
that Healthcare services
for the prevention of
HIV, Tuberculosis and
Sexually
Transmitted
Infections are available at
19 sites in the Federation
across health centres,

Phipps said Ministry of
Health has recently embarked on a number of
initiatives to assist in improving the HIV statistics in the Federation.“It
is evident from the preceding list of statistics
that we must do much
more at the national level
to improve our HIV/
AIDS statistics.”
The Minister said that
the initiatives include:
an increase in the number of laboratory technicians to handle testing
loads, the recruitment of
a case manager and additional health educators
assigned to the National
HIV/AIDS Programme.
Additionally there’s the
roll-out of the electronic
case based surveillance
system and the improved
engagement and support
of CSOs to assist with

Minister of Health Senator Wendy Phipps
public education, reaching vulnerable groups,
and increasing advocacy
for those who are affected by HIV/ AIDS.
She noted that the Federal
Ministry of Health encourages every citizen
and resident of St. Kitts

and Nevis to utilise the
occasion of World AIDS
Day 2019 to know their
HIV status by getting
tested. “The sooner this
is done, the sooner treatment can begin if there is
a positive diagnosis. The
Ministry also salutes the
hardworking healthcare

workers who continue
undauntedly in the task
of educating the public
about HIV and AIDS,
the need to get tested and
into care, and the imperative of avoiding unsafe
sexual practices.”
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Cleverly Hill Wins Best Village
Competition
Competition held to
beatify communities
By Petra Mc Sheene

The highly anticipated
award of Best Village
goes to Cleverly Hill who
best displayed the effective use of colours, was
innovative and continued
the upkeep and sustainability of their space.
The Cleverly Hill’s
community
physical
appearance and layout
was attractive, distinct
and depicted aspects of
the nation’s history and
culture.
The Ministry of Tourism,
in collaboration with the
Governor General Sir
Tapley Seaton, hosted
the Community Tourism
Awards
Ceremony
and Reception at the
Government
House
last Saturday.The Best
Village
Competition
was held by the
Ministry of Tourism
and the Department of
Agriculture with the focus on art and agriculture.
In his remarks at the
ceremony,
Director
of the Department of
Agriculture
Melvin
James spoke about the
benefits of hosting this
competition.
“We recognize that there
were several benefits;
beautify our country; cultivating and caring useful
plants; give persons the
hope and the confidence
in building a career in
caring and nurturing
plants.”
In his remarks as Minister

of Tourism, Lindsay
Grant indicated that the
Best Village Competition
has been resuscitated after years of dormancy.
“The
Best
Village
Competition is intended
to beautify our surroundings, develop tourism
product, create community cohesion, and instil
pride in the environment
and patriotism among
our citizens.”
Awards the competition included, Best
Home Garden Vegetable
which was won by
Dawn Hodge-Percival;
Best Home Garden
Ornamental won by
Gwyneth Woodley and
Most Consistent Group
Award won by Dorset
Group.
Molphil Street Cape won
the Ministerial award
Best
Sustainability
Program, an award given
to the community group
who helps to raise awareness on environmental
and social issues affecting communities and
promote the development
of innovative sustainable
initiatives to help address
these issues over the long
term.
Dorset Group won third
place in the Best Village
Competition while second place was awarded
to Fig Tree Team.
Grant reminded about
the theme for Tourism
Month ‘Refocused and
We Focus #StepUp’ and
noted that it was a call for

Cleverly Hill Group: Best Village Competition Winners
action to reflect on and to
celebrate achievements
in the tourism sector
and planning for further
growth and development.
“In keeping with our community tourism thrust,
the Ministry of Tourism
embarked on a series
of training initiatives
dubbed ‘The Community
Walking Tours Training
Programme’ for persons
interested in tour guiding
and entrepreneurship.”
The training sessions
were facilitated by
Leonard Stapleton, a
historian, author and tour
guide, who shared the
stories of bygone eras,
highlighting the resilience, intelligence and
hard work and dedication
of enslaved Africans.
Stapleton at the ceremony
spoke about the recently
held Community Tours
Training
Programme
that was held at at the
National ICT Centre.
“Assets such as the
cultural heritage, the
stories passed on from
generation to generation
that you cannot Google
because there is no story
like that.”
He said the initiative was
held to equip average
community
members

with the skills necessary,
the knowledge and insight about the assets that
are in each community in
St. Kitts.
Certificates

were

presented to participants
of the training program
by the Hon. Lindsay
Grant,
Minister
of
Tourism. Some of the participants included Jebu
Isaac, former president

of Green Valley Festival
Committee,
Mikey
Marius of Memorable
Moments with Mikey
and Unoma Allen of the
Soup Kitchen
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NIA to look at
banning Styrofoam,

EDIToRIAl
Term Limits

again

Limits are a principle of nature – nothing lasts for ever, except eternity.
Humans have life limits, and if perchance, as the Bible warns, those
limits are exceeded, there is pain and hardship.

St. Kitts and Nevis to ban together to
ban single use plastic

Term limits therefore raise the question as to what happens to an expired
Prime Minister (PM) or Premier. If we follow history, that isn’t a happy
time for them. Our first PM suffered is said to have suffered such hardship that he migrated and started a medical practice overseas. Our second PM is facing multiple court challenges and is allegedly barred from
certain countries. Our first Premier faded away from public view; and
the second one was rumored to have faced an internal coup. No, time
was and has not been kind to any of them.
In some countries, former PM’s become highly paid public speakers, but
not so in ours. Some write memoirs which become best sellers. It is too
early to tell what will happen with the book written by Dr Simmonds,
but we wish him success. Dr. Harris and Mr. Brantley both have time
to prepare, the one for life post prime ministership and the other for life
post premiership.
What is unclear is whether a parliamentarian who has served as PM for
two consecutive terms can continue to serve as a parliamentarian. Or
whether it is that all parliamentarians are subject to a two-term limit.
Are limits to be placed on parliamentarians who are simultaneously in
both the Federal Assembly and the Nevis Island Assembly. Also, having sat out a term, can a former PM offer himself again (like Dr Mitchell
did)?
These are questions that, in this enlightened age, ought not to be left to
the dictates of the few, but should be put to public discussion and maybe
to a referendum. As was stated during consultations on electoral reform,
should a PM or a Premier contest an election as an at large candidate, or
are we prepared to continue to let, at minimum, six persons to choose a
PM and three to choose a Premier? Besides, do we have the population
or voter base for such a fast turnover of leaders?
While term limits may be good; fixed date elections may be even better.
Can we debate this too, please?
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By Monique Washigton

Styrofoam and single use
plastics, could soon be
banned in the Federation,
as both the Nevis Island
Administration and the
Federal Government will
seek to implement laws
against the use of the
products next year.
Premier
of
Nevis
Mark Brantley, during the Nevis Island
Administration Budget
address (December 3),
revealed that the his cabinet is committed “to banning single use plastic
and Styrofoam in fiscal
year 2020 and propose
to work closely with the
Federal
government
to ensure that this ban
comes into effect in the
New Year.”
This is the second attempt to enforce such a
ban by the NIA since its
members took office in
2017. Brantley admitted
its commitment of banning these products has
to be looked at again,
noting they had to retreat
somewhat, because they
would have to get the
entire country on board .
He

previously

said,

“Unlike Grenada or
Dominica or any of
those islands where the
central government is
the only government
making decisions for the
entire country, the NIA
cannot make a decision
for St Kitts. The Federal
Government will also
need to be on board in
relation to the ban on
Styrofoam and that has
not as yet happened .
They have not declared
that.”
During the 2020 budget
address Brantley said
that his government will
raise the awareness of
the need to restrict the
importation and use of
single use plastic.
He pointed out that restaurants on the island had
already begun eliminating single use plastic
or Styrofoam.“We laud
the efforts of our hotels,
restaurants and others
business entities who are
already taking steps in the
right direction by using
biodegradable products
as a viable substitute for
plastic and Styrofoam.”
Brantley emphasised the
importance of reducing and eliminating the

environmentally unkind
items as they do damage to the island’s ecosystem. “We must do all
in our power to reduce
the considerable environmental damage that
these materials cause to
our fragile island ecosystem, especially our water
ways and oceans.”
He added that they are
also looking to crack
down on anti-littering
and anti-dumping laws
on the island. “We also
intend to robustly enforce anti-littering and
anti dumping laws and
continually seek through
the Nevis Solid Waste
Management Authority,
to educate our pubic
on the need to keep the
environment clean and
dispose of waste only as
prescribed by law.”
Brantley also revealed
the implementation of
litter wardens who will
be appointed for each
Parish to help enforce
the litter laws. “We must
strive for a cleaner Nevis
and we again ask the
public’s partnership as
we ensure that Nevis remains pristine and lives
up to its marketing tag
line “Nevis naturally.”
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SKNAPD Hosts Successful
Fund Raising Concert
Proceeds Going Towards Dialysis Treatment for Associate Member

Byron Messiah speaking with SKNAPD President Joseph Bergan

SKNAPD Member dancing with masquerades

By Peta Mc Sheene

among others.

St.
Kitts-Nevis
Association
of
Persons
with
Disabilities(SKNAPD)
hosted a variety concert last Friday at the
St. Peter’s Community
Centre. It was a preevent to their annual
week of activities to
celebrate International
Day for Persons with
Disabilities,

There was also a masquerade performance
in which one disabled
person who is a part of
the association was so
engulfed by the music,
that he joined in and
danced along with the
masquerade.

The concert was hosted in collaboration
with Ade’s Place and
the Cotton Thomas
Comprehensive School
and featured performances by disabled
individuals, including
singing by visually impaired twins Keon and
Keondre, dancing by
Ade’s Place Queen and
Dance Group, Shekinah
Dance
Ministry,
Poetry reading and
steel pan performance
by Devaski Percival

Cultural drummer Royd
Phipps, during his performance, assisted one
visually impaired teen
allowing him a chance
to beat the drum which
he enjoyed immensely.
Local teen fashion designer Mikayla Collins
showcased a few of
her designs with models from the SKNAPD
which included Ade’s
Place 2019 Queen
Nicola
Francis.
Reigning
SKNAPD
Queen Sharon Dasent
did her model like walk
and enticed the crowd
with her movements.

President of the association and popular
calypsonian
Joseph
Bergan or Navigator did
a performance where
he derailed from singing calypso tunes and
sang Christmas carols
instead.
Local performer Byron
Messiah brought the
curtains down with his
performance when he
sang a few of his biggest hit songs including
‘Huawei’ that the audience sang along and
danced with.

The SKNAPD thanked
everyone who came out
to show their support.
They took the opportunity to invite the public
to join them as they
celebrate their week of
activities which starts
on Dec. 1 and ends on
Dec. 7.
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Two Americans dominate
inaugural liamigua/oualie
tournament

Basavareddy serves in the Boys final
By Loshaun Dixon

The
inaugural
Liamigua/Oualie Tennis
Tournament was completed
last
Friday,
November 29 with
Americans dominating
the finals of the male and
female championship.
The Under 18 (U18)
competition
featured
tennis players from
all over the world, but
in the end American
Nishesh Basavareddy
from Indiana outplayed
Kaiwen Jiang from
China, defeating him 6-0,
6-1 in the finals played
last Friday. On the distaff
side American Nicole
Kiefer from Texas defeated Hana Gamracy of
Canada 6-0, 6-0.
In the boys doubles
final Basavareddy returned with his brother
Nishanth to once again
defeat Jiang who was
partnered by American
Robert Zhang.
Gamracy and Kiefer
teamed up in the girls
doubles and had to come
from one set behind to
defeat American Artemis
Pados and Canadian
Maria Popova in a third
set tie breaker.
Nishesh Basavareddy
said that the tournament
was fun. “It was a fun
tournament. It was well
run and I think all the
players had a great time
here. The tennis facilities
were nice. The practice
facilities were also nice.”
He also thanked his

parents for allowing him
the opportunity to participate in the competition.
Kiefer thanked all who
made the tournament
possible and labeled the
week special.“It was a

our officials, they have
been in the sun and have
enjoyed the sun. I really
want to commend the effort that was put in by the
individuals.”
He also hailed the players
who participated and invited them for next years
tournament. “You were
treated with the highest
honour as ambassadors
of your country and it
has been a wonderful
tournament lets do it
again next year.”

“The tennis
facilities
were nice
of the National
the practice President
Olympic
Committee
Alphonso Bridgewater
that that the standard
facilities said
was high for a competiinvolving players
were also tion
U18. “If anyone had said
to me I was looking at
U18, I would not
nice.” players
have believed. I want to
great week, I had a lot of
fun here and I would also
want to thank the sponsors and volunteers who
made it a special week.”
She said she hope she
could be back for future
tournaments.
Watkins
Chiverton,
president of the St.
Kitts-Nevis
Tennis
Association, labeled the
tournament as historic.
“As we said in the beginning its history in the
making and we believe
that we have had an incredible week of tennis,
competition and a wonderful week of comradery and excellence. “I
want to commend all of
you for a job well done.
I really want to thank

thank them for demonstrating to young persons
here with the quality you
brought.”
He said, “I hope that
the Tennis you brought
here will inspire our
youngsters to crave to
be at that level and hopefully in the next four
to eight years we will
have people representing
us at the Olympic and
Commonwealth games
level.”
Bridgewater also hailed
the tennis association for
the hosting the competition noting the players
from 41 countries that
participated would have
a big impact on the local
economy
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Berridge, Powell lead the way
Hurricanes settle
for second

By Loshaun Dixon

Despite heroic performances with the ball
from Sheeno Berridge
and Keiran Powell with
the bat throughout the
Regional Super 50 competition, the Leeward
Islands Hurricanes had to
settle for second place after a disappointing finals
showing.

a best bowling figures
of four for 38 against
Canada at Warner Park.
Powell in this competition won the Richie
Richardson Award for
being the batsman with
the most runs in the tournament as the Nevisian
amassed 525 runs in 10
games at an average of
58.33. He scored two
hundred and two half

I have to thank the
coaches, the staff who
gave us the support
that we needed. Men
played with niggles,
men played under the
weather and we still
came out on top, that a
fantastic achievement,”
he added.
Berridge who hails from
St. Kitts captured the
Curtly Ambrose award
for being the bowler with
the most wickets in the
competition. He finished
the competition with 23
wickets from nine games
at an average of 18.52,
bowling 84 overs in the
competition. He had

centuries with a top score
of 121 not out versus
Jamaica at Conaree.
Despite those honours
the Hurricanes had to
settle for second place
after suffering 205 defeat
in the final to the West
Indies Emerging Players.

The Emerging Players
were asked to bat first by
the Hurricanes who had
won the toss and posted
an imposing 293 for seven off 50 overs, with lefthanded opener Leonardo
Julien hitting 83 from 85
balls to lead the way for
the youthful side.
Kevin Sinclair with
four for 20 and Yannick
Cariah with three for
eight skittled out the
Hurricanes for 88 inside 27 overs. Amir
Jangoo top scored for the
Leeward Islands with 20
as they folded to a record
defeat in a Super 50 final.
Captain Cariah said that
self believe is what had
put them over the top in
this competition.“I told
the guys once we got
through the semifinals,
we would win the tournament because I know
the calibre of players
that we have. We have
a balanced team and the
belief that everyone has
is incredible.”
“I have to thank the
coaches, the staff who
gave us the support that
we needed. Men played
with niggles, men played
under the weather and we
still came out on top, that
a fantastic achievement,”
he added.
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Jimmy Cliff among first wave of
Artiste for Music Festival
Festival Committee make
earliest ever Artiste launch
By Loshaun Dixon

The St. Kitts Music
Festival, headlined this
year by Jamaican artiste Jimmy Cliff, has
launched the first wave
of artistes who have been
confirmed to perform at
the 2020 event.
The announcement was
made Wednesday morning where Koffee and
WizKid were also announced as the artistes
confirmed to appear at
the Festival.
The
Organizing
Committee said that they
will be using three different ‘waves’ to unveil the
full line-up and that this
initial announcement will
soon be followed by a
second later in December
and with the final wave
coming in January.
Damion
Hobson
Chairman of the St. Kitts
Music Festival said that
he was proud to break
the record they set in
2018 when the previous
earliest announcement
for artiste. “We are about
to break our own records
that we set in 2018 and
are now ready some
seven months in advance
to reveal the first wave
of artiste who have been
confirmed in 2020.
“I would say is that if
you think the first wave is
great wait for round two
on December 21.”
He commented, that for
2020 they will have a
better venue lay out that
will cater to all groups. In
2020 he said they would
endeavour to make some
other
improvements.
“We will making the effort so that no patron is

disadvantaged when it
comes to the preferred
style of viewing the performances and we intend
to be more sensitive
about the special needs
of those who may be differently abled .”
He continued, “2020 will

down to three areas the
availability, affordability
and appeal. “That is not
an easy job, it is particularly difficult trying to
book artistes this early
in advance. Not many
are prepared to commit
themselves this far ahead.
The Music Festival has

“We hope that the artiste we
present to you will create
the St. Kitts Music Festival
experience that nobody will
forget and one that encourages patrons to continue to
keep coming. I know a lot of
people are saying how are
we going to top Buju watch
us do it.”
see the addition of new
genre and performances
lasting up to an hour and
a half and will also feature artistes that will cater
to the fancies of all festival goers and I assure you
we will present a great
New Years gift to all fans
when we make new years
announcements.”
Chairman of the Artiste
Selection
Committee
Jonel Powell said work
on the 2020 festival started the day after the 2019
festival ended.“The pressure started by the time
White Sands was kicking
off and that was when the
work started again believe it or not.”
Powell said that the selection of the artistes is

grown to become such an
event on the world festival stage, that some are
reaching out to us before
we can get to them.”
He said that it will be
difficult trying to top the
2018 and 2019 St. Kitts
Music Festival.
“We hope that the artistes
we present to you will
create the St. Kitts Music
Festival experience that
nobody will forget and
one that encourages patrons to continue to keep
coming. I know a lot of
people are saying how
are we going to top Buju
watch us do it.”
The 2020 St. Kitts Music
Festival will run from
June 24 to 28, 2020.

- Members of the Music festival organising committee at the launch of first wave of artiste
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Term limits bill fails as opposition
absent during vote
Constitutional
amendments dashed
By Loshaun Dixon

A bill to amend the constitution and limit the
terms that one can serve
as Prime Minister has
failed to pass due to the
Opposition skipping a
vote that would have
needed a two third parliamentary ballot in order to
pass.
The bill dubbed the
Term Limits Of Office
Of Prime Minister came
before the parliament
late last week and the
Government needed one

vote from an Opposition
elected member to pass
the bill, an action that
would have changed the
Constitution of St. Kitts
and Nevis for the first
time.
The bill was sponsored
by Prime Minister Dr.
Timothy Harris, who
labelled it as historic
as it represented the
first to bring constitutional change since
the
Independence
Constitution Order of
1983. “This is a historic
bill because the smallest

country, indeed the
smallest nation state in
the Americas is leading
on fundamental matters
of governance.”
Dr. Harris condemned
“the callous and irresponsible” behaviour of
the Labour Party MPs
who boycotted the vote.
He said the people of
St. Kitts and Nevis had
already voted on the issue as it formed part of
their Good Governance
Agenda they campaigned
on in 2015.“This was

The empty Opposition benches of the National Assembly
fundamental to the Good
Governance
Agenda
which we articulated way
back in 2015 and before
in the alleyways.
“We proposed it, the people had already voted on
it, it is now time for the
members of parliament
to support the people by
giving consent to this bill
which is deserving of
their fullest support and
commendation.”
PM Harris gave rationale

behind the importance of
such a legislation saying
that it brings a new era
of governance. “From
the very outset, we determined that for the good
health of democracy, for
the good life of the people of St. Kitts and Nevis
it was important that we
bring a tenure restriction
and how long a head of
government can serve.”
He used the USA as an
example of where terms
have worked successfully

in advancing democracy.
“In their view that was
healthy to participatory
democracy. In their view
it allowed a breath of
fresh air to come into it
and take America higher
in its call to greatness.”
Dr. Harris also highlighted examples of
why bills such as this
was necessary such as
in Zimbabwe and Libya
where leaders were in
power for decades. “Do
we want a leader for life

Youth Month Ends With March & Business Expo
Empowering Youths to Follow Their Dreams

Acting Director of Department of Youth Pierre Liburd

Newton Ground Primary School after the march

By Petra Mc Sheene

Hundreds of young people from St.
Kitts and Nevis took to the streets
of Basseterre last Friday, November
29 in a massive march called ‘Youth
for Human Rights’ to climax the

Department of Youth’s activities in
celebration of Youth Month.
Primary and secondary school students
and their teachers both in St. Kitts and
Nevis joined the march. The march
wound its way around the capital city

and culminated at the Independence
Square where local youth entrepreneurs and small business owners got
the opportunity to showcase their
products and services as a part of the
Youth Department’s Busi ness Expo.

some of the activities that the Youth
Department hosted to celebrate youth
in St. Kitts and Nevis such as the High
School Choir Festival and the High
School Chef Competition, both by
Washington Archibald High School .

Youth Month was celebrated under the
theme ‘Empowering Youths to Follow
Their Dreams.’

Liburd said,“Some of the events included 25 Remarkable Teens, Island
Wide Bike Ride, First Aid & CPR
Training, beach clean-ups and swimming competition.”

In an interview with the Observer,
Acting Director of the Youth
Department, Pierre Liburd spoke about

Liburd thanked all who contributed
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so that our country can go
to the depths of Mugabe’s
Zimbabwe and become
a failed state or we want
something much more
appealing and uplifting
that gave all people an opportunity and a chance.”
He said the support for
the bill from his cabinet
is unanimous and that it
would be ensuring that

popular vote mandate or
a elected representative
mandate.
Maynard questioned if
the government wanted
true constitutional reform
why were the Opposition
not engaged.
He said the government
should have engaged the
public especially due to

“From the very outset, we
determined that for the
good health of democracy,
for the good life of the people of St. Kitts and Nevis it
was important that we bring
a tenure restriction and
how long a head of government can serve.”
governance responsive
and relevant to the needs
of the people and always
strives to deliver a better
future.
He also noted that the bill
would assist in succession planning for the office holder.
O p p o s i t i o n
Parliamentarian Konris
Maynard argued that in
order to have constitutional amendments the
mandate would need to
be given to at least eight
representatives. “We are
here today with a government that by itself, although campaigned to the
electorate, did not receive
a mandate to change the
constitution by itself. The
government received seven elected representatives
and therefore does not
have a mandate to change
the constitution.”

He highlighted the fact
that the government received less than 50 percent of the votes from the
people of St. Kitts and
Nevis. “Here you have
a monumental decision
to be made and the government does not have a

the fact that they do not
have the constitutional
ability to change. “They
do not have a mandate on
their own as the elected
representatives on the
government side and in
light of that they didn’t
think to engage the public not even once in any
forum.”
Maynard said while
campaigning he did not
propose or promise term
limits or constitutional
amendments for the
Prime Minister. “I did
not campaign on that. It
is clear that I cannot say
I was given a mandate
to support an alteration
of the constitution in this
regard.

and Premier of Nevis
Mark Brantley contended
with Maynard saying that
the Federation is yet to
hear what is his position
as a matter of principle
on the issue.“Instead you
hear we should have gone
back to the people or my
constituents didn’t vote
for that. So if your constituents did not vote for
that, where is your leadership in saying that ,as a
matter of principle, is the
correct thing to do.”
He said the bill would
rule out succession being
an option and make it a
priority. “Succession will
now be a must and every
government will understand if we get in there
and who ever happens to
be leader cannot do more
than two terms.”
Brantley said it also
forces the leader to work
from day one of taking
office. “If he or she is to
have a legacy, he or she
understands they dont
have the luxury of 20 and
30 years.”
He said all that was needed that is members opposite to say whether they
agree or disagree with
the amendments. “If they
agree history will judge
them and if they agree
history will judge them in
a different way. The question is on which side of
history do you want to be.
“If they vote no the headline has to be that they
themselves do not see any
value in the good governance agenda.”
Attorney General Vincent
Byron explained that the
bill is not retroactive but
prescriptive.

“If this government believes that the election of
2015 gave them a mandate to change the constitution let us walk out
and see if you can get it
changed.”

He said that former Prime
Ministers Dr. Kennedy
Simmonds and Dr. Denzil
Douglas can once again
serve as prime minister
even though they have
both served four terms in
the past.

Maynard called on the
government to set up a
commission for constitutional reform outlining
key objectives and consulting stakeholders in
the country.

Following the failure to
pass the bill the government put out a statement
saying The historic firstever attempt to amend the
Constitution was stymied
by the Opposition.

Government

Minister
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Queens crowned
as Gingerama
comes to an end
By Monique Washington

Curtains came down on
the Gingerama Festival
last weekend with titles
being won, the David
Freeman
Center
of
Excellence opened, fetes
completed and a Jouvert
held.
The
festival
hosted
from November 28 to
December 1 under the
theme “Reviving our
Culture. Sustaining our
Heritage” and featured a
weekend full of activities
starting with the opening of the festival and the
new multipurpose facility named in honor of
the late David Freeman
(David Freeman Center
of
Excellence)
last
Thursday.
That was followed by
Ginger Fete the following evening,
Ginger
Jam Nov. 20, Miss S.L
Horsfords
Gingerama
Pageant Nov. 30 and the
Miss TDC Gingerette
Pageant brought the curtains down last Sunday
evening.
The Miss Gingerama
pageant featured four
participants:
Shanika
Joshua,
Tajwattie
Seepersaud, Saskia Mills
and Zenzalie Kelly.
Mills in the end won the
hearts of the judges as
she won the competition
winning best speech, best
swimwear, best evening
gown and best interview
along the way. Kelly
took best talent and was
named first runner up.
The
TDC
Miss
Gingerette pageant this
time was for younger females, also featured four
participants in Moriah
Daniel, Zariana Claxton,
Na-Aliyah Smithen, and
Malikwa Peets.
In the end Daniel was
judged the winner with
best Ginger Culture and
best Talent. Peets was
first runner up, while

NewS

“ The new complex it’s just awesome. It takes away so much stress”

Smithen walked away
with best Princess Wear.
The Observer spoke with
the Chairperson for the
TDC Miss Gingerette
Pageant who noted that
though the event got off
to a rocky start, it has
bounced back four years
later “bigger and better”
than ever. “This show
has grown significantly.
I have been chairing it
with the assistance of
Bridgette Hunkins for
four years and it is now
bigger and better.”
Liburd noted that this
year it was difficult finding participants but four
eventually registered to
participate.“It was a bit
harder getting contestants
this year. Guessing it was
kind of close to test time.
Some of the parents were
hesitant never-the-less
we had four contestants.
Each year, the show
keeps growing, each year
there is something new.”
She also expressed how
grateful she was with
the construction of the
new multipurpose complex to host the multiple
events.“The new complex it’s just awesome.
It takes away so much
stress. Past years it was
intense we had to be going back and forth , you
walking on the dirt , you
had to use a port a potties, the stage had to be
built to host the festival.
“Now it’s just a different atmosphere, now you
have your own space
with air conditioning, a
mirror, proper light, toilets,” she informed.
Liburd noted that though
the next Gingerama is a
year away, people are
already registering their
interest for the pageant.
Gingerama is one of the
three Parish festivals
held on the island and is
held annually in the St.
George, Gingerland area.

Minister of Culture Eric Evelyn and S.L
Horsfords Gingerette Saskia Mills

Minister of Culture Eric Evelyn and
TDC Miss Gingerette Moriah Daniel
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Pier in Charlestown begins with funding
from oualie pier
Pair or piers share funding
By Monique Washington

The long awaited refurbishment of the docking
pier in Charlestown is
well underway, but with
funds that was allocated
to the second phase of
the Oualie Pier project.
As a result, the second
phase of the Qualie project has now been put
on hold until additional
funding is found.
Premier of Nevis, Mark
Brantley previously revealed the commencement of the pier and
noted that most of the
work had begun offsite.“The contract had
been signed and we paid
the money.
“The work had started at
the pier, but as we now
know some of the work
is being done offsite. So
they prepared off site
and when they come
onsite they are dropping
the piles and doing what
they need to do.”
When questioned on
the second phase of the
Oualie Pier, he revealed.
“We are unlikely to be
able to undertake that
(second phase Oualie

Pier) until in the New
Year . Because what
we have there now, will
have to function for the
moment, because of resource constraints.

do it next year,” Brantley
said.
The Oualie Pier officially began in 2017 and
received a $6 million
grant from the the Sugar
Industry Diversification
Foundation (SIDF).

We are unlikely
The cost included, the
to be able to
purchase of property for
$3.8 million, the cost
undertake that EC
of the pier $596,000, the
to construct a ticket
(second phase cost
booth and a gazebo-type
waiting area, parking
oualie Pier)
lot, fencing and the reof the house
until in the New furbishment
on the property.
Year . Because
The project was unwhat we have dertaken by Seacure
Marine, based in St.
there now, will Maarten.
have to function The pier as well a bathfacility was comfor the moment . room
pleted and opened in
“We had a choice to
go with the second
phase or to fix the pier
in Charlestown. We
opted to do the pier in
Charlestown
because
we think that that had
needed some work for
some time. Once we find
the resources we will
continue with the Oualie
Pier but we are hoping to

May of this year. The
facility is being managed by the Nevis Air
and Seaport Authority
NASPA and persons will
be charged a fee to use it.
The second phase was
due to begin but new
funding will need to be
secured.
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local Santa Clause Dead at 83
Man responsible for decorating Basseterre passes after fall
By Petra Mc Sheene

Winford Thomas, a man
known as the Local
Santa Clause, who was
responsible for decorating Basseterre during the
Christmas season, has
passed away at the age of
83 years old at his residence in St. Thomas as
a result of injuries from
a fall.
He was originally from
St. Kitts but spent his
later years in Tortola
and St. Thomas. Yearly
at Christmas he would
install decorations that
included reindeers, Santa
Clause, his sled and
many other decorations
being seen at locations
around Basseterre- at the
round-about at Baker’s
Corner, the Independence
Square and Fort Street.

Not only did he decorate
Basseterre at Christmas
time, he was also a business owner and a community activist.
Romeo Parris of Parris
Pharmacy said that
Thomas was a stalwart
of the McKnight com-

Pam Henry of Pam’s
Eatery also gave high
regards to the memory
of Mr. Thomas. “People
from around the area got
assistance from him for
school supplies such as
uniforms, books, pencils
and shoes.

“He was a humanist,
trader, merchant.”
munity. “Mr. Thomas
was a business man.
He owned a shoe store
and another building on
Central Street. He was a
very nice man and was
very helpful around the
McKnight community.
He was a humanist, trader and merchant.”
Another business owner,

“Every year he would
bring Christmas lights
from St. Thomas and
took time and pleasure in
installing them at Baker’s
corner,”she said.
Henry also gave details
surrounding the death of
Mr. Thomas, informing
that he died as a result
of a fall he suffered. “He

was taken to the hospital where he underwent
surgery and the doctor
found that he had internal
bleeding which is what
ultimately was the cause
of his untimely demise.”
When asked about who
would carry on the tradition with the lights Henry
said she was unsure
about who will be able
to take up that mantle.
“I am not certain of that
because Thomas brought
the light with him from
St. Thomas every year so
I don’t know if anyone
will continue to do what
he did.”
The St. Kitts Electricity
Company
(SKELEC)
will now be responsible
for the decoration during
the Christmas season.
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International Day
for Persons with
Disabilities
Celebrated
SKNAPD Week of Activities
Continues
By Petra Mc Sheene

In
commemoration of International
Day for Persons with
Disabilities the St.
Kitts-Nevis Association
of
Persons
with
Disabilities(SKNAPD)
hosted a week of activities headlined by a
‘Walk A Mile In My
Shoe’ giving the public
an opportunity to live
what the disabled experience daily.
The event was held un-

what it felt like being
wheelchair bound and
being visually impaired
for the exercise. “Being
in a wheelchair, you’re
inhibited from moving
around as you would
like. It is a tremendous
amount of exercise on
the upper body and the
hands. The experience
has reinforced that we
have a lot of work to do
in St. Kitts and Nevis
to make sure that our
business places are accessible to those with
disabilities.

MP Hon. Konris Maynard in a
wheelchair
as a member of parliament he would move to
get certain standards for
any new construction to
be more disability accessible and give a time
frame for all other existing buildings to become
compliant. “We are at
the time where we must
be accommodative to all
of our citizens and no
citizen should be left out
because they have challenges with a particular
disability. They have just
as much to offer to our
nation building as able

“They do not seek hand-outs
but we owe them a

hand-up.”
der the theme ‘Nothing
About Us Without Us.’
It speaks to government
officials making decisions affecting persons
with disabilities without
disabled people being
present to offer input
when those decisions are
made.
They also wanted to
highlight that businesses
establishments around
the Basseterre area are
not wheelchair accessible. Members of the
association would like to
see some changes made
about building codes.
Member of Parliament
Konris Maynard takes
part in the event annually and in speaking with
the Observer, described

“It would be impossible
for a person in a wheelchair to access many
establishments such as
FLOW, DIGICEL or
even the banks to do
business that a person
with disability would
have.”
Maynard
describing
what it was like being
blind noting that the experience was a lot more
difficult. “You have no
sense of what is happening around you.
Someone could be in
front of you or coming
to attack you and you
do not know; you have
to use all of your other
senses to help guide
you.”
He further stated that

bodied persons.”
Maynard said that he
loved the initiative of the
event because it helps to
raise awareness about
persons with disabilities.
Also among those participating in the ‘Walk A
Mile in My Shoes’ event
were some students from
the Clarence Fitzroy
Bryant college. The
walk culminated at the
Independence Square,
with all participant given
the oppourtunity to get
their sugar tested by a
nurse.
The week of activities
also featured worship
at the Zion Moravian
Church and and an
open day Tuesday that

Items at Open Day made by persons with disabilities

exhibited custom made
items such as bags, jewellery, bathroom accessories and other items
all made by persons
with disabilities at the
McKnight Community
Centre.

with the rest of the
world observing under
the theme ‘Promoting
the participation of persons with disabilities
and their leadership: taking action on the 2030
Development Agenda.’

Minister
of
Social
Services, Hon. Eugene
Hamilton spoke about
the internationally recognized day in his feature
address to the Federation
noting that this year St.
Kitts and Nevis joins

He further stated that
the government has
embarked on programs
that are designed to offer
independence to the nation’s differently-abled
persons. He made mention of the President of

the SKNAPD, Joseph
Bergan who has been afflicted for 14 years after
being struck by a bullet
which has left him with
seemingly irreversible
physical impairment.
The Minister appealed
to all show compassion
to persons who are differently-abled. “They do
not seek hand-outs but
we owe them a hand-up
as they strive to be independent in our growing
nation.”
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BHS construction set
to advance in coming weeks
By Loshaun Dixon

Basseterre High School
construction is set to
move closer to becoming
a reality in the coming
weeks as the government prepares to put out
a tender for aspects of the
project.
That is according to
Minister of Education
Shawn Richards who
said the matter was before the Cabinet this
week where certain decisions were made relative
to how we go forward
with the Basseterre High
School.
He explained,“Coming
out of the Cabinet submission and the decisions that were taken, I
do hope and expect that
very shortly that certain
aspects of the project will
then go out to tender for

the actual construction to
begin.”
Richards said they were
making progress with
the with the construction
of the School, but not as
quick as they had hoped.
“It has been much slower
than anticipated, but that
is because of several developments that we have
had.We are trying to ensure that as best as possible, we proceed in the
most efficient manner, in
a manner that doesn’t end
up putting the government or any one at risk.”
He noted that while
progress has been slow it
is being done in the best
interest of all persons
including the students
of the Basseterre High
School. “We continue to
say to the students and to
all the other stakeholders
such as the teachers and

parents that we are quite
grateful for the patients
they have shown and for
the fortitude that they
have shown.”
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Tenders for some aspects set to
be advertised

sphere as government
and opposition had
sparred on the handling
of the school.
Teachers and students
had long complained that
the old site of the school
had been making them
sick despite reports not
finding any evidence that
the source had been the
school.

He then hailed the students from the school
who sat CXC examinations and performed
well in spite of the circumstances of being
housed in a temporary
location.“The
results
from the last CXC exams
indicated that in spite of
the circumstances, the
students of Basseterre
High School continue to
perform very well.That
is to the credit of the students, parents, teachers
and all others involved
in giving support to the
school.”

The school was moved
from the old site to a
temporary location in
Taylors village when the
present administration
took office despite opposition from members of
the previous government
who insisted that nothing
had been wrong with the
old site.

the Basseterre Valley
Aquifer.The site has also
drawn opposition with
many claiming that the
school poses a threat to
the water supply.

The Basseterre High
School construction site
has been a bone of contention in the national

The government selected
a site to build a new
school in east Basseterre
that sits on the edge of

Environment engineer
Dr. Halla Sehely said that
the site chosen was safe
as it was downstream

from the drinking wells.
Dr Sehely said that whatever is constructed on
protected areas must be
compatible with what the
protected area and noted
there are instances where
one can build on protected areas.
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Inmate escapes
prison through
Police
headquarters
Prison Head blames
too small facility
By Loshaun Dixon

Police and prison officials in St. Kitts
were sent into a chaos and later embarrassment after a prisoner managed to
escape Her Majesty’s Prison last weekend as the top prison official blames the
current facility.
Twenty-one-year-old Andrew Herbert
alias “Hurt Skin”, of McKnight managed to escape Saturday and was recaptured in the area of Port Zante by
Prison Officers hours later.
He has since been handed over to the
Police. Herbert was convicted for the
offence of Larceny. His sentencing
hearing is scheduled for December 11,
2019.
Commissioner of corrections Terrance
James explained that some construction work at the prison led to Herbert
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SKN Officers off to Dominica to help
with unrest ahead of election

Escaped prisoner Andrew Herbert
escaping. “We are presently constructing a bathroom at the prison
and it is joined closely to the Police
Headquarters.
“The inmate was able to climb up
onto the new structure and easily step
over into the police head quarters and
leave.”
He said they had since strengthened
that area with some security wires to
make it more difficult but noted that
the amount of inmates has outgrown
the capacity of the prison.“We have
definitely outgrown the facility that we
are now located at. The government already has the lands and the drawings to
construct a new facility.”
James said “We are hoping not to have
any more escapees in the short time but
we are waiting on that new institution.”

PM Harris urges a return
to normalcy
The Six Officers as they left the federation for Dominica

By Loshaun Dixon

Six security officers
from St. Kitts and Nevis
are off to Dominica as
part of the Regional
Security System (RSS)
effort to assist officers
there as unrest continues
in the country as they
prepare elections Friday.
The
announcement
came by Prime Minister
of St. Kitts and Nevis
Dr. Timothy Harris during his monthly press
conference where he
disclosed that the government of Dominica
through the RSS, has
requested
assistance
from member states of
the RSS to assist in the
maintenance of law and
order.
He indicated that St.
Kitts and Nevis has provided a contribution of
six officers to this particular effort.
Dr. Harris noted that the
situation is regrettable
and hoped that the country could be restored to
normalcy.“The reports
we are hearing regarding disruption happening there certainly is one
that we regret. We hope
that in the near future we
will see things being restored to normalcy.”

He continued, “My advice would be that we
pray for Dominica and
hope that all would end
well and we hope that
the elections could be
conducted in peace and
the will of the people
will triumph.”

as protesters continue
to press their demands
for electoral reform
to ensure free and fair
elections.

A police statement revealed that three Police
Officers
and
three
Soldiers have agreed
to journey to Dominica
as part of a regional
contingent.

The online publication
reports that protest action is continuing and
students of SMA were
unable to complete their
exams as a result of the
disturbances caused on
Wednesday.

The six member team
comprising
Corporal
Ryan Haywood (Team
Leader), Officers Valdon
Rogers and Dwain Pope,
along with Privates
Dennis Phillip, Owen
Creary and Ijel Liburd
left the Federation on
Tuesday, December 03,
2019 for Dominica.
In the first instance, they
are expected to remain
in Dominica for one
week once their services
are no longer required
and will provide critical
support to local law enforcement personnel in a
number of areas, including routine patrols.
Dominica News Online
reports that protest action in ongoing in parts
of the country where

Protesters have also
clashed with security officers on the Island.

They also reported that
several residents of
Salisbury were served
with court summons
in relation to protests
which took place in the
community recently including the MP for the
area.
Protesters have also protested outside the residence of the President
demanding
electoral
reform before a vote is
cast.
The Opposition led by
Lennox Linton of the
United Workers Party
are seeking to oust Prime
Minister
Roosevelt
Skerritt of the Dominica
Labour Party who has
been the Nations Prime
Minister since 2004.
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Finance, Communications and Works
and Health take top priority
By Monique Washington
Premier of Nevis and
Minister of Finance Mark
Brantley, has presented the
Nevis Island Administration’s
(NIA) $239.7M tax-free 2020
budget, with the Ministry of
Finance, Communications
and Works and Health taking
top priorities.
The 2020 budget is an 11
percent decrease from last year’s
almost $270 million budget.
The Budget debate was
held at the Nevis Island Assembly at Hamilton House,
under the theme “Building Resilience, improving Infrastructure for Long-Term Development, a Harmonised approach
to Economic Growth.”
The key areas for major
allocations are: The Office
of the Premier, $8.2 million,
3.42% of budget; Ministry
of Finance - $79.5 million,
33.2% of budget; Ministry of
Communication and Works
– $40.1 million, 16.73% of
budget; Ministry of Health
and Gender Affairs – $37.3
million, and 15.6 % of budget.
Other costs include Ministry of Education, Library
Services and Information
Technology – $33.1 million,
13.8 % of budget; Ministry of
Social Development, Youth
and Sports – $16.5 million,

6.9% of budget; Ministry of
Agriculture $11.4 million,
4.8% of budget.
Brantley said that during
the New Year, significant investments will be made in the
physical infrastructure for the
delivery of high end quality
health care.
He explained,“These
will include the construction
of a larger and more modern
kitchen at the Alexandra
Hospital to provide patients
meals and nutritional consulting. The hospital diagnostics
wing expansion will enter its
final year in terms of physical
construction with work construction on work finishes and
installations.”
In addition to the completion of the hospital a new
entrance will be completed
and two new ambulances
will be added to the fleet. He
added that also in the New
Year the NIA will look at
plans to build a new Charlestown Health Centre.
Brantley noted that the
2020 budget is lower than
the $269.6 million of last
year and revealed that $170.3
million has been allocated to
recurrent spending, a reduction of 5.6 percent from last
year. “Recurrent spending
for the upcoming fiscal year

therefore comprises of 71.05
percent of the total budget
expenditure,” he said.
Brantley disclosed that
the NIA is projected to collect
$139.5 million in Recurrent
Revenue, which represent a
projected increase of 1.2%
when compared to the projected revenue of last year of
$137.8 million.
“
This less than proportionate growth in recurrent
revenue when compared to the
growth in recurrent spending.
This is due largely to the uncertainty in the financial sector
as we seek to grapple with the
requirements of the EU and
the OECD,” Brantley said.
The NIA’s capital budget
will comprise of funding
from the St. Kitts and Nevis
Social Security Board and
other concessionary loans of
$22.9 million, revenue from
the CBI passport processing
fees of $30 million, current
revenue of $139.5 million and
the government of the Republic of China (Taiwan) funding
and other grant funds at $8.9
million.
For Capital Expenditure, $69.4 million has been
allocated a 22.19% decrease
compared to $89.2 million
that was allocated for the fiscal year 2019.
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